
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a representative, technical
service. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for representative, technical service

Works as part of the CSG Technical Service Department by communicating all
technical information to all relevant departments (Engineering, Quality,
Finance)
You will administer company policy warranty settlements and work with
service specialists to ensure dealers have technical capability to identify and
repair product deficiencies
You will be challenged to quickly and correctly identify problems that may not
be obvious
Responsible for participating in and showing leadership in quality
improvement activities
Provide quality telephone and email support with a high degree of customer
service, technical expertise and timeliness
Maintain current knowledge of all product offerings and technical support
procedures in order to provide accurate solutions to customers
To proactively participate and contribute to day to day Customer Service
group operations to ensure that the group achieves or exceeds its revenue
target
To ensure the timely preparation of spare quotations to all customers,
representatives & partners
To perform accurate order entry and ensure that committed to delivery dates
given at the time of order are realistic, can be adhered to and are met

Example of Representative, Technical Service Job
Description
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Qualifications for representative, technical service

Previous job experience that requires extensive travel between work
locations and remote sites and adherence to a company’s travel policy
guidelines
Past work experience working with high voltage equipment and electrical
devices
Previous work experience within fast-paced, multi task work environments
Past work related experiences must demonstrate the ability to troubleshoot
and solve problems within technical expertise
Capable of performing as a decision maker making independent decision
within policies and procedures and standard guidelines around defined scope
of responsibility
Communication skills are technically oriented requiring collaboration and
focus on problem solving to meet client needs


